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A subgroup H of a group G is core-free if H contains no non-trivial normal
subgroup of G, or equivalently the transitive permutation representation of G on
the cosets of H is faithful. We study the obstacles to a group having large core-free
subgroups. We call a subgroup D a ``dedekind'' subgroup of G if all subgroups of
D are normal in G. Our main result is the following: If a finite group G has no
core-free subgroups of order greater than k, then G has two dedekind subgroups
 .D and D such that every subgroup in G of order greater than f k has1 2
non-trivial intersection with either D or D where f is a fixed function indepen-1 2
.dent of G . Examples show that the dedekind subgroups need not have index
bounded by a function of k, and the result would not be true with one dedekind
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subgroup instead of two. We exhibit various related properties of p-groups and
infinite locally finite groups without large core-free subgroups, including the
following: If G is a locally finite group with no infinite core-free subgroup, then
every infinite subgroup of G contains a non-trivial cyclic normal subgroup of G.
We also exhibit asymptotic bounds for some related problems, including the
following: If a group G has a solvable subgroup of index n, then G has a solvable
c  .normal subgroup of index at most n for some absolute constant c . If G is a
transitive permutation group of degree n with cyclic point-stabilizer subgroup, then
< < 7G - n . Q 1997 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
1.1. Finite Groups
A permutation representation of degree n of a group G is a homomor-
 .phism f : G ª Sym n into the symmetric group of degree n. The repre-
sentation is faithful if f is injective.
 .Let m G denote the smallest degree of a faithful permutation represen-
 .tation of the group G, and let t G denote the smallest degree of a
transiti¨ e faithful permutation representation.
w xThis paper is a sequel to BGP , in which we studied the obstacles which
< <  .prevent the ratio G rm G from getting arbitrarily large. In the present
 .paper we consider the corresponding question for t G , along with some
related questions.
 .  .  .  .Clearly t G G m G for all G. If G is a simple group then t G s m G
is the smallest degree for which G has any non-trivial permutation repre-
sentation; this quantity has been a subject of extensive study and its value
 w x.is now known for all finite simple groups see KL, p. 174 .
 .As usual, Core H denotes the largest normal subgroup of G con-G
tained in the subgroup H:
Core H s gy1Hg . . FG
ggG
 .Note that Core H is the kernel of the transitive permutation represen-G
tation of G on the cosets of H.
 .  .  :A subgroup H is called core-free in G if Core H s 1 , whichG
means that the corresponding permutation representation is faithful. Thus
 . t G is the minimum index of a core-free subgroup of G as it is well
known that any transitive permutation representation is equivalent to the
.action on cosets of the point-stabilizer subgroup . For this paper we define
< <k G s max H .
 .  :Core H s 1G
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to denote the order of the largest core-free subgroup of G. We shall also
consider the natural extension of this quantity to infinite groups; see
.  . < <  .Section 1.2. Thus k G s G rt G for any finite group G, and we seek
 .the obstacles which prevent k G from getting arbitrarily large.
w x < <  . In BGP we showed that G rm G is bounded for a family of finite
.groups G if and only if each G has a cyclic subgroup of prime-power
 .order and bounded index. But there are additional obstacles to k G
getting arbitrarily large; besides cyclic subgroups of bounded index not
.necessarily of prime-power order , these include a center of bounded
index, as well as some obstacles not involving any subgroup of bounded
 .index see below .
Cyclic subgroups provide one such obstacle because cyclic subgroups of
bounded index imply cyclic normal subgroups of bounded index. This fact
is easy to show with a second bound exponential in the first, but we prove
the following stronger form in Section 2.
 .THEOREM 1.1. If C is a cyclic subgroup of index n in G, then Core CG
7  . 7has index at most n and hence k G F n .
In any group G, we will call an element g g G a normal element if the
 :cyclic subgroup g is a normal subgroup of G.
 .It is easy to see that, for finite groups G, k G s 1 if and only if all
elements of prime order are normal elements in G. Groups with this
 w x.property are sometimes called PN-groups e.g., in Bu . If G is a p-group
then this is equivalent to all elements of order p being central; p-groups
with this property will be called p-central.
 .For p odd, p-central p-groups though not by that name have been
w x w xconsidered by, e.g., Thompson Hu, III, 12.2 , Buckley Bu , and Laffey
w x w x  .La . A result of Alperin Al quoted as Lemma 3.5 below shows that
centralizers of maximal abelian normal subgroups of exponent pn / 2 are
p-central.
Remark 1.2. The p-central p-groups constitute a class dual to the class
w xof ``powerful'' p-groups considered by Lubotzky and Mann LM . If G is a
p w xregular p-group then G is both powerful and p-central Ma3 , and the
 . w xpowerful characteristic subgroups V G in Ma1 are also p-central.r
 .Generalizing to k G small but not 1, there are many more examples; in
fact, within a certain large class of p-groups, a ``random'' such group is
 .  .likely to have k G s p see Corollary 3.2 .
 .However, the following result proved in Sect. 3 shows that p-groups in
 .which k G is small contain large p-central subgroups.
 m.THEOREM 1.3. If the finite group G is nilpotent, then k G s 1 for
 .some m F 2k G .
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 m .Here G denotes the subgroup of G generated by all mth powers.
It would be interesting to know whether such a result holds without
assuming G nilpotent.
In a finite nilpotent group G, a subgroup is core-free if and only if it has
 .trivial intersection with the center Z G . Thus in some sense the center
 .determines k G for nilpotent groups. The following gives analogues of
this for arbitrary groups.
DEFINITION. A subgroup D is a dedekind subgroup of the group G if
every subgroup of D is normal in G.
Observe that D is a dedekind subgroup of G if and only if all elements
 .of D are normal elements in G. For example, the center Z G is always a
dedekind subgroup. Also, any cyclic normal subgroup of G is easily seen to
be a dedekind subgroup of G. Any dedekind subgroup is in particular a
dedekind group all of its subgroups are normal, hence by a well-known
result of Dedekind it is abelian except for a possible quaternion factor
w x.Hu, III, 7.12 .
Clearly any core-free subgroup must have trivial intersection with every
 .dedekind subgroup. Let k G denote the smallest integer such that G has1
a dedekind subgroup D having non-trivial intersection with every subgroup
 .   .of G of order greater than k G . Thus if G is nilpotent then k G s1 1
 .  . .k G as shown by the choice D s Z G . For example, if D is any
 . < <dedekind subgroup of G, its index is such an integer, i.e., k G F G : D .1
 .But k G can be much smaller than the index of any dedekind subgroup;1
  .  .see Remark 3.4 keeping in mind that k G s k G for the nilpotent1
.groups discussed there .
 .  . Clearly k G F k G for any G. As a partial converse to this in1
w x.  .analogy with the main result of BGP , we would like to say that, if k G1
 .  .tends to infinity for a family of groups G then k G must tend to infinity
also. However, this is false, as shown by Proposition 1.9 below. But we
prove the following similar result, using two dedekind subgroups instead of
one.
 .THEOREM 1.4 Main Theorem . E¨ery finite group G has two dedekind
  ..subgroups D and D such that any subgroup of G of order ) f k G has1 2
nontri¨ ial intersection with either D or D . Here f : N ª N is a fixed function1 2
 .independent of G .
 .If we let k G denote the smallest integer for which G has two2
 .possibly equal dedekind subgroups such that one or the other has
 .non-trivial intersection with each subgroup of G of order ) k G , then it2
 .  .  .is clear that k G F k G for every G, and the theorem says k G F2 2
  ..  .  .f k G ; hence if k G ª ` for a family of groups G, then k G ª ` as2
well. This can be viewed as saying that, if the core-free subgroups have
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bounded order, then there are two dedekind subgroups which cause this to
happen. It turns out that we need two dedekind subgroups, not just one,
essentially because we need one to intersect large cyclic subgroups and the
.other to intersect large elementary-abelian subgroups .
 .We prove Theorem 1.4 in Section 4, giving the bound f k F
  .6.  .exp c log k for some constant c see also Remark 4.10 . This proof uses
a consequence of the classification of finite simple groups. We also
indicate the one change needed to yield an elementary proof with a
 .weaker bound for the function f see Remark 4.6 . The weaker bound has
 .    .3..the form f k F exp exp c log k .
w xBy a well-known theorem of Gaschutz and Ito Hu, IV, 5.7 , finiteÈ Ã
 . groups with k G s 1 are solvable in fact they have Fitting length at most
.three; see Theorem 5.6 below . Several different extensions of this result
w xare known Bu, Wa, SD, DDM ; we propose the following.
Conjecture 1.5. There exists a function f such that every finite group G
  ..has a solvable subgroup of index at most f k G .
Replacing ``solvable subgroup'' by ``solvable normal subgroup'' yields an
equivalent conjecture. In connection with this equivalence, we prove the
following result in Section 2.
THEOREM 1.6. If a group G has a sol¨ able subgroup of index n, then G
has a sol¨ able normal subgroup of index at most nc for some absolute
constant c.
We might strengthen Conjecture 1.5 by conjecturing that there is
  ..another function h such that the solvable subgroup of index F f k G is
  .. not only solvable but has Fitting length F h k G . Fitting length is the
.length of the shortest normal series with nilpotent factor groups. We have
 .  .f 1 s 1 and h 1 s 3 by the Gaschutz]Ito result.È Ã
As a first step toward Conjecture 1.5, in Section 5 we prove the following
result.
 .THEOREM 1.7. Let G be a finite group and let k s k G . Then e¨ery
non-abelian composition factor of G has order - k k
2
.
 2 3r2Remark 1.8. A much smaller bound at most k , in fact ck for some
.constant c applies to those composition factors which are actually sub-
groups of G, since every non-abelian finite simple group T has a proper,
’< < w xhence core-free, subgroup of order at least T FKL , in fact at least
< < 2r3 w xc T for some constant c CCNPW .
 .We finish this section with the proof that our main result Theorem 1.4
would not be true with just one dedekind subgroup instead of two.
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PROPOSITION 1.9. For any integer m and any odd prime p, there is a finite
 .group G for which k G F 2 p but each dedekind subgroup of G has tri¨ ial
intersection with at least one subgroup of order pm.
Thus, fixing p and letting m get arbitrarily large, we have a family of
 .  .  . mgroups where k G is bounded at most 2 p but k G G p tends to1
infinity.
Proof. Let A denote an elementary abelian group of order pm, let B
denote a dihedral group of order 2 pm, and let G s A = B. Let X denote
m  .the cyclic subgroup of order p in B, and let Y denote the unique
subgroup of order p in X ; note that Y is normal in G but not central
 .since B is dihedral and p / 2 . Let P s A = X ; note that P is the
 .unique Sylow p-subgroup of G.
 .First we will show that k G F 2 p. Since P has index 2 in G, any
subgroup of G has a p-subgroup of index 1 or 2 so it suffices to show that
any core-free p-subgroup of G has order F p. Suppose H is a core-free
p-subgroup of G. Then H : P. Note that X is a dedekind subgroup of G
 .because it is a cyclic normal subgroup , and A is also a dedekind
 .subgroup of G because it is central . Thus, since H is core-free, we must
 :  :have H l X s 1 and H l A s 1 . Using the first we see that H must
p be elementary abelian, since h g X for any h g P since P s A = X and
.  . A is elementary abelian . Thus H : V P s A = Y. Recall that, in any1
 .p-group P, V P denotes the subgroup generated by the elements of1
.  .order p. But A = Y is an m q 1 dimensional vector space over GF p
 :and A is an m-dimensional subspace, so H l A s 1 implies that H is
< <  .at most one-dimensional, hence H F p. Therefore k G F 2 p as claimed.
Next we show that, if D is any dedekind subgroup of G, then either
 :  :D l A s 1 or D l X s 1 . Since both A and X are subgroups of
order pm, this will complete the proof of the proposition. To show this, let
 :  : H be any subgroup of G such that H l A / 1 and H l X / 1 and
.  :we will show that H cannot be a dedekind subgroup . Since H l A / 1 ,
 .there is some non-trivial element z g H l A, and z g Z G since A :
 .  : Z G . Since H l X / 1 , we must have Y : H since Y is the unique
.subgroup of order p in X ; let y be a non-trivial element of Y. Then
yz g H, but yz is not a normal element of G. To see that yz is not a
y1 normal element, observe that yz is conjugate to y z since z is central
. y1  . j j jbut y is in the dihedral subgroup , and y z is not of the form yz s y z
 .since p is odd . Thus H is not a dedekind subgroup.
1.2. Infinite Groups
 .The natural extension of k G to infinite groups is
< < 4k G s min l ¬ every core-free H F G has H - l . .
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 .  .  .  .Thus k G - / if and only if k G - `, and in this case k G s k G q0
1.
 .The case k G s / deserves special attention; this is the case where all0
core-free subgroups are finite but their orders are not bounded. We do not
know any example of such a group.
 .We remark that Theorem 1.4 our main result does not hold for
arbitrary infinite groups, as shown by the ``Tarski monsters.'' A Tarski
monster is an infinite simple group in which every non-trivial proper
 .  .subgroup has order p for some large fixed prime p, hence k G s p.
 w x.Such groups have been constructed by Ol'shanskii see Ol2 and indepen-
w xdently by E. Rips Ri .
 .However, Theorem 1.4 does hold for locally finite groups with k G - / 0
  . .k G - ` . Recall that a group is locally finite if every finite subset
generates a finite subgroup.
THEOREM 1.10. If G is a locally finite group whose core-free subgroups
 .ha¨e bounded finite order F k, then G has two dedekind subgroups D and1
 .D such that any subgroup of G of order ) f k has non-tri¨ ial intersection2
with either D or D . Here f is the same function as in Theorem 1.4.1 2
 .More surprisingly, for k G s / we obtain the following analogue of0
an intermediate result:
THEOREM 1.11. If G is a locally finite group with no infinite core-free
subgroup, then e¨ery infinite subgroup of G contains a non-tri¨ ial cyclic
normal subgroup of G.
 .See Corollary 4.7 and Theorem 4.8, and also the end of Section 5.
2. SUBGROUPS OF BOUNDED INDEX
In this section we consider statements of the following type: If a group
G has a subgroup H of index n and H has some property C, then G has
 .a normal subgroup of index at most f n with property C.
 .It is clear that f n s n! suffices for any property C which is hereditary
  . c.to subgroups. We shall prove substantially stronger bounds f n s n in
the case of two properties: ``cyclic'' and ``solvable.'' It remains an open
question whether or not the same holds for the properties ``abelian'' or
``nilpotent.''
 .To avoid some repetition, for this section let s G denote the product of
the orders of the non-abelian composition factors of the finite group G.
LEMMA 2.1. Let C stand for a property such as cyclic, abelian, sol¨ able,
.etc. which is inherited by subgroups and quotient groups. Let a be a number
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- 1 such that, for any non-abelian finite simple group S, e¨ery C-subgroup of
< < aS has order F S . Suppose G is a finite group which has a C-subgroup of
 . 1r1ya .index F m. Then s G F m .
Proof. Let H be a C-subgroup of index F m in G. Choose a composi-
tion series of G and observe that the projection of H into a non-abelian
< < a < <1yacomposition factor G has order F G , hence index G G . Multiply-i i i
 .1yaing these together we see that the index of H in G is G s G . Thus
1ya 1r1ya . .  .s G F m, hence s G F m .
w xThe following proposition was proved by Chermak and Delgado CD
using an elementary argument.
w xPROPOSITION 2.2 CD, Theorem 2.1 . If S is a non-abelian finite simple
< < 2 < <group and A is an abelian subgroup of S, then A - S .
COROLLARY 2.3. If G is a finite group ha¨ing an abelian subgroup of
 . 2index F m, then s G F m .
Proof. Apply Lemma 2.1 to the property ``abelian,'' using Proposition
1  .2.2 to see that we can take a s , hence 1r 1 y a s 2.2
w xThe following proposition is proved in Py3 , using the classification of
finite simple groups.
w  .xPROPOSITION 2.4 Py1, Theorem 2.10 i . Let G be a primiti¨ e permuta-
tion group of degree n. Then the product of the orders of the abelian
y1r3 u  1r3.composition factors of G is at most 24 n where u s 1 q log 48 ? 249
f 3.24.
2.1. Cyclic Subgroups of Bounded Index
We now consider the case of cyclic subgroups of bounded index. In the
 .following we let c G denote the cocyclicity of a finite group G, that is, the
index of the largest cyclic subgroup of G.
LEMMA 2.5. Let H be a primiti¨ e permutation group of degree n. Then
< < u  .2 4  .2H - n c H - n c H where u f 3.24 is as in Proposition 2.4.
Proof. A cyclic subgroup is certainly abelian, so Corollary 2.3 implies
 .  .2 < <  .s H F c H . On the other hand, H rs H is the product of the orders
of the abelian composition factors of H, and this quantity is F 24y1r3nu
u- n by Proposition 2.4.
Remark 2.6. Note that Proposition 2.4 depends on the classification of
finite simple groups, but Corollary 2.3 does not, and one can prove an
elementary version of the above lemma not depending on the classifica-
. 2 log n  .4 log cH . 4  .2  2 log ntion with a bound n c H instead of n c H the n
 .covers the affine case, and otherwise H is embedded in Aut M with M
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< <  .  .2 .the socle of H and M F s H F c H . Using this instead of the above
lemma would give an elementary version of Theorem 2.8 with a bound
7 log n 7 n instead of n . Here and for the rest of this paper, log denotes the
.base 2 logarithm.
LEMMA 2.7. Let G be a transiti¨ e permutation group of degree n G 2
4  .2whose point-stabilizer subgroup is cyclic. Then G has exponent - n c G .
Proof. We prove the lemma by induction on n. It clearly holds for
n s 2.
If G is primitive then the result follows from Lemma 2.5 since G has
< <exponent F G .
Otherwise G has a non-trivial system of blocks of imprimitivity, and by
.combining blocks if necessary we may assume that G acts primitively on
the set of blocks. Let m G 2 denote the number of blocks in such a system,
 .let H : Sym m denote the primitive permutation group induced on the
 .  :blocks, and let K denote the kernel so GrK ( H . If K s 1 then
G ( H and H is primitive of degree m - n so the result again follows
from Lemma 2.5.
Otherwise let t G 2 denote the size of an orbit of K so t F nrm since
.the blocks have size nrm and K fixes each block . Let L denote the
 .transitive subgroup of Sym t induced by K on one of its orbits; since K is
 .normal in the transitive group G, L is up to permutation equivalence
independent of which orbit of K we use. We have L ( KrN where N is
the kernel of K acting on one orbit. Observe that, as an abstract group, K
is a subdirect product of nrt copies of L; in particular, K is isomorphic to
a subgroup of a direct product of copies of L, so K has exponent no larger
than the exponent of L.
Now L is a transitive permutation group of degree t, and the point-
stabilizer subgroup of L is cyclic because it is a quotient of the point-
 .stabilizer for K which is contained in the cyclic point-stabilizer for G .
4  .2Also t F nrm - n, so by induction L has exponent - t c L . Thus
 . 4  .2 4  .2   .  .from above K also has exponent - t c L F t c K note c L F c K
.  < <.since L ( KrN . Since GrK ( H and H certainly has exponent F H
4  .2 < <this implies that G has exponent - t c K H .
< < 4  .2But H is primitive of degree m, so H - m c H by Lemma 2.5. Since
 .  .  .  w x.H ( GrK we have c K c H F c G cf. BGP, Lemma 3.1 . Thus G has
4  .2 4  .2 4 4  .2 4  .2  .exponent - t c K m c H F t m c G F n c G since t F nrm .
THEOREM 2.8. Let G be a transiti¨ e permutation group of degree n ) 1
< < 7whose point-stabilizer subgroup is cyclic. Then G - n .
4  .2Proof. By Lemma 2.7, G has exponent - n c G . Thus the point-
 . 4  .2stabilizer subgroup being cyclic has order - n c G . On the other hand
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the point-stabilizer subgroup has index n since G is transitive of degree
5 2 7.  . < <  .n , so c G F n and G - n c G F n .
It would be interesting to know whether the above result holds with a
bound like n2 instead of n7. A bound of n2 y n, if true, would be best
 a . possible, as shown by the groups AGL 1, p s x ¬ ax q b ¬ a, b g
 a . 4 a  .GF p , a / 0 of degree n s p and order n n y 1 .
COROLLARY 2.9. Let G be any group. If C is a cyclic subgroup of index
 . 7  . 7n ) 1 in G, then Core C has index - n in G and hence k G - n .G
Proof. Let C be a cyclic subgroup of index n. Then letting G act on
 .the cosets of C gives a homomorphism G ª Sym n , and by Theorem 2.8
7  . 7the image has order - n ; hence the kernel Core C has index - n .G
 .  .The bound on k G follows since Core C is cyclic and a cyclic normalG
subgroup is a dedekind subgroup.
2.2. Sol¨ able Subgroups of Bounded Index
We now consider the case of sol¨ able subgroups of bounded index.
PROPOSITION 2.10. There is a number a - 1 such that, for any non-
abelian finite simple group L, e¨ery sol¨ able subgroup of L has order at most
< < aL .
Proof. This follows from the classification of finite simple groups: It
suffices to consider the infinite families of simple groups. The claim holds
w xfor the alternating groups by Dixon's result Di that solvable subgroups of
 . ny1.r3  w xSym n have order F 24 . We remark that Mann Ma2 has found
 . w xthe solvable subgroups of largest order in Alt n , and Segev Se has shown
that, except over small fields, the largest solvable subgroups of the Lie type
.groups are Borel subgroups. But we do not need those results here.
For Lie type groups we consider two cases. For simple groups of
 .bounded Lie-rank including the exceptional groups , the known formulas
 w x.for the minimum index of a proper subgroup see KL, p. 174 imply that
 . < < a every proper subgroup solvable or not has order at most L for some
.a - 1 depending only on our bound for the rank .
On the other hand, for classical groups L of sufficiently large rank we
can argue as follows. Let n and q denote the dimension and field size for
which L is a classical matrix group for twisted groups this q may be the
.square of the q commonly used to name the group , and let p be the
< < < < < <prime in q. Any solvable subgroup S has order S s P ? R , where P is a
< < < <1r2Sylow p-subgroup and R is a Hall p9-subgroup of S. Now P - L
< <1r2 because the Sylow p-subgroup of L has order - L from the known
< <.formulas for L . The p9-subgroup R is a linear group which is completely
 . < < 3nreducible by Maschke's theorem and solvable, hence R - q by the
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w x < < cn2 3n < < aPalfy]Wolf theorem Pa, Wo . But L ) q for some c ) 0, so q - LÂ
when n is sufficiently large.
COROLLARY 2.11. There is a constant c such that, if G is a finite group1
 . c1ha¨ing a sol¨ able subgroup of index F m, then s G F m .
Proof. Apply Lemma 2.1 to the property ``solvable,'' using Proposition
 .2.10 with c s 1r 1 y a .1
wWe will use the following special case of Chunikhin's theorem Su,
xChap. 5, Theorem 3.17 .
PROPOSITION 2.12. Any finite group G has a sol¨ able subgroup of order at
least as large as the product of the orders of the abelian composition factors
of G.
THEOREM 2.13. There is a constant c such that, if a group G has a
sol¨ able subgroup of index n, then G has a sol¨ able normal subgroup of index
at most nc.
Remark 2.14. The normal subgroup guaranteed by this theorem is not
necessarily contained in the original subgroup H of index n. Indeed, the
 .index of Core H can be exponential, as shown by the point-stabilizerG
subgroup H in any exponentially large solvable transitive permutation
group G of degree n.
Proof. Clearly it suffices to consider the case when G has no non-
trivial solvable normal subgroup.
Let M be the socle of G i.e., the product of the minimal normal
.subgroups . Since we have assumed that G has no non-trivial solvable
normal subgroup, M is a direct product of non-abelian simple groups, say
< <  .  . c1T = T = ??? = T . In particular M F s G , and s G F n by Corollary1 2 t
< < c12.11; thus M F n .
Since M is a product of non-abelian simple groups, the conjugation
action of G on M permutes the simple factors T , giving a homomorphismi
 . G ª Sym t where t denotes the number of simple factors in M, as
. < < tabove . Since each simple factor has order G 60 we have M G 60 , but
< < c1 t c1M F n from above; hence 60 F n and t F c log n with c s2 2
 .c r log 60 .1
 .Let K denote the kernel of the above homomorphism G ª Sym t .
Then K normalizes each of the simple factors in M; hence we have a
 .  .  .homomorphism from K to Aut T = Aut T = ??? = Aut T , and the1 2 t
 .  .  :kernel of this homomorphism is C M . But C M s 1 , becauseG G
otherwise it would contain a minimal normal subgroup of G outside M
  .  :.since Z M s 1 contrary to the fact that M is the socle of G. Thus K
 .  .  .embeds in Aut T = ??? = Aut T ; hence KrM embeds in Out T1 t 1
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 .   . .= ??? = Out T where Out T denotes the outer automorphism group .t
 . <  . < < < bBut there is a small constant b such that Out T F T for any
non-abelian finite simple group T this follows from the classification of
. < < <  . < < < b < < b c3finite simple groups . Thus KrM F  Out T F  T s M F ni i
with c s bc .3 1
< <Thus it only remains to bound GrK . From above, GrK is a permuta-
tion group of degree t; hence GrK has no solvable subgroup of order
 ty1.r3 w xlarger than 24 Di . By Proposition 2.12, this implies that
< <  .  ty1.r3  .GrK rs GrK F 24 . Since t F c log n see above , we have2
 ty1.r3 c4 < < c4  .24 F n for an appropriate constant c . Thus GrK F n s GrK4
< < c3qc 4  .  < < c3 .and GrM F n s GrK since KrM F n from above . But
 . < <  .   . < <  . .s GrK M F s G in fact s GrK M s s G since KrM is solvable ,
c c qc c c1 3 4 1 .  . < <and s G F n see above ; hence G F n n F n .
3. NILPOTENT GROUPS
In this section, all groups mentioned are assumed to be finite.
 .PROPOSITION 3.1. If G is a nilpotent group of class two, then k G F arz
<  . <where a is the largest order of an abelian subgroup of G and z s Z G .
Furthermore if G has prime exponent then equality holds.
< <Proof. Suppose H was a core-free subgroup of G with H ) arz.
 .  :  . < <Then H l Z G s 1 ; hence HZ G is a subgroup of order H z ) a,
and therefore is non-abelian. Thus its commutator subgroup, which equals
w xH, H , is non-trivial. But since G has class two, all commutators lie in
 .  .  :  .Z G ; hence H l Z G / 1 , a contradiction. Thus k G F arz.
Now suppose in addition that G has prime exponent p hence is a
.p-group , and let A be an abelian subgroup of maximal order a. Then
 .Z G : A, and thus, since A is elementary abelian, it is a direct product of
 . < <  .  :the form A s H = Z G with H s arz. Then H l Z G s 1 ; hence
 .  .since G is nilpotent H is core-free. Therefore k G G arz and by the
above we have equality.
We thank Avinoam Mann for bringing to our attention the following
consequence of a result of Ol'shanskii.
COROLLARY 3.2. There exist many p-groups G of class two and exponent p
 .for which k G s p; in fact a ``random'' such group is likely to ha¨e this
<  . < <  . < 2property if Z G ) GrZ G .
w x  .Proof. Ol'shanskii Ol1 showed that, if t k y 1 ) 2n, then there exist
nq t  <  . < t.class two p-groups G of exponent p and order p with Z G s p for
which G has no abelian subgroup of order greater than ptqky1. Taking
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k s 2 and t ) 2n we get arz s p in the notation of the above proposition.
Furthermore Ol'shanskii's proof shows that the number of such groups G
 .  .for given n and t and k s 2 which do not have this property arz s p is
an exponentially small fraction of the total number of such groups, as
t y 2n gets large. Thus a ``random'' group of this form probably has
 .k G s p.
Remark 3.3. ``Random'' class two p-groups are used in a similar way in
w x w xBGP, Theorem 3.6 and Go, Lemma 4.1 to show existence via counting.
Remark 3.4. Fixing p but taking n unbounded, the above corollary
 .shows that there are many examples in which k G is bounded even when
 .all abelian subgroups and all dedekind subgroups have unbounded index.
In particular, for an explicit example, the relatively free class two p-groups
of exponent p ) 2 have this property.
w x We will use the following result of Alperin Al another proof is given in
w x.Hu, III, 12.1 .
w xLEMMA 3.5 Al . Let G be a p-group, n a natural number, and A a
maximal element of the set of abelian normal subgroups of G which ha¨e
n  . p nexponent F p . If x g C A and x s 1, then x g A, except in the caseG
pn s 2.
 . t  .LEMMA 3.6. If P is a p-group and k P s p t G 1 , then the series of
  .   .. .iterated Frattini subgroups i.e., F P , F F P , etc. reaches a p-central
 .subgroup C after at most t q 1 steps at most t steps if p ) 2 , and PrC has
2   . 2  .4exponent - 2 p t. Thus PrC has exponent F min 2k P , 2 p log k P .
Proof. First suppose p is odd. Let A be a maximal elementary abelian
  .. normal subgroup of P, and let Z s V Z P the elements of order p in1 1
 .. Z P . Then A s H = Z for some subgroup H Z : A since otherwise1 1
.AZ would be a larger elementary abelian normal subgroup . In particular1
 .  :  . < <  .H l Z P s 1 and P is nilpotent hence H is core-free, so H F k P
t  .  .s p . Let C s C A , which is p-central by Lemma 3.5 since p / 2 here .P
 :  .If H s 1 then A s Z : Z P so P s C is p-central and the lemma1
 .is trivially true. Otherwise PrC embeds in Aut A , in fact in the subgroup
 .of Aut A which fixes every element of Z . Let KrC be the subgroup of1
PrC whose induced action on ArZ is also trivial. Then PrK embeds in1
 .  . d < < tAut ArZ ( GL d, p where d is such that p s H F p , so d F t.1
 .Now, if U d, p denotes the unipotent upper-triangular Sylow p-subgroup
 .  .  .of GL d, p , it is easy to see and well known that U d, p has a normal
series of length d y 1 with elementary abelian factors one elementary
.abelian factor for each super-diagonal, of which there are d y 1 ; hence
 .  :the iterated Frattini subgroups of U d, p reach 1 in at most d y 1
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 .steps. In particular this implies that the exponent of U d, p is at most
dy1 p ; however, its exponent is in fact less than p times d because a
 .nilpotent matrix in GL d, p must have its dth power already zero; hence
the exponent of the unipotent subgroup is the least power of p which is
w x .G d; see Te, Corollary 0.5 for a generalization of this fact . Meanwhile,
 .KrC embeds in the subgroup of Aut A which acts trivially on Z and1
ArZ ; hence KrC embeds in the elementary abelian group1
 .Hom ArZ , Z . Thus PrC has a normal series with elementary abelian1 1
factors and length F t, and PrC has exponent - p2 t.
If p s 2 the proof is similar, but now we let A be maximal subject to
being an abelian normal subgroup of exponent F 4. Then again C s
 .  .C A is p-central by Lemma 3.5, and PrC embeds in Aut A . LetP
 .  .A s V A an elementary abelian characteristic subgroup of A . Then1 1
   .. .A s H = Z where Z s V Z P again for some core-free subgroup1 1 1 1
< < tH; hence H F p , and letting KrC be the kernel of the action on A rZ1 1
 . we again have PrK embedded in GL d, p for some d F t unless H s
 :  :.1 , when we have PrK s 1 . Furthermore, letting K be the kernel of1
the action on A , we have KrK elementary abelian embedded in1 1
 . .Hom A rZ , Z as before . It remains to consider K rC, which embeds1 1 1 1
 .in the subgroup of Aut A acting trivially on A . If f is in this subgroup1
 . 2 2  f.2of Aut A , then, for a g A, we have a fixed by f, hence a s a , and
 .  y1 f .2 y1 fsince A is abelian this implies that a a s 1, hence a a g A , so1
 .f acts trivially on ArA . Thus K rC embeds in the subgroup of Aut A1 1
which acts trivially on A and on ArA , which embeds in the elementary1 1
 .abelian group Hom ArA , A ; hence K rC is also elementary abelian.1 1 1
Thus when p s 2 we obtain a p-central subgroup C for which PrC has at
most t q 1 non-trivial iterated Frattini subgroups and exponent - p3 t s
2 p2 t.
 . 2Thus in either case p odd or even PrC has exponent - 2 p t F
2  .   t..  . 2 p log k P since t F log p . But its exponent is also F 2k P which
.can be a better bound for small t and may be easier to work with , because
PrC has at most t elementary abelian factors if p is odd hence exponent
t  . .F p s k P in that case , and at most one additional elementary abelian
 .factor if p s 2 at most multiplying the exponent by p s 2 .
In the following theorem Gm denotes the subgroup generated by the
mth powers of all elements of G.
 m.THEOREM 3.7. If the finite group G is nilpotent, then k G s 1 for
 .some m F 2k G .
Proof. If G is nilpotent then G is the direct product of its Sylow
subgroups, say P , P , . . . , P . Let p be the prime for which P is a1 2 r i i
p -group. Then, by Lemma 3.6, each P has a p -central subgroup C ifi i i i
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 . .k P s 1 then C s P , otherwise use the lemma such that P rC hasi i i i i
 .  . exponent F 2k P , hence F k P unless p s 2 the exponent of P rCi i i i i
 . .and the number k P are both powers of p . Thus, letting C be the directi i
product of the subgroups C , we see that C contains the mth powers of alli
 .  . elements of G, for some m F 2 k P , and k C s 1 since everyi i
element of prime order in C is contained in one of the C and hence is ai
.normal element, in fact central, in C .
 .Now observe that, if H is an arbitrary subgroup of G, then Core H sG
 .  . Core H where H is the Sylow p -subgroup of H. Thus k G si P i i ii
 . k P , because clearly G has a core-free subgroup that large, while anyi i
larger subgroup must have at least one of its Sylow subgroups larger than
 .  .k P and hence not core-free. Therefore m F 2k G .i
In our next lemma we will use the following result of Buckley. Recall
 .that V G denotes the subgroup generated by the elements x g G withj
p j .x s 1.
w  .  .xPROPOSITION 3.8 Bu, Theorem 1 ii and iv . Let G be a p-central
group of exponent pe with p an odd prime. Then
 .  .  p j 4a V G s x ¬ x s 1 for 1 F j F e.j
ey 1 ey1 ey1p p p .  .b xy s x y for all, x, y g G.
The following consequence of Lemma 3.6 is an important technical tool
used for proving our main result in the next section.
LEMMA 3.9. Let P be a p-group for an odd prime p. Let k be an integer
 .  .such that k G k P . Let E P be the subgroup of P generated by all elementsk
of order p which are contained in some cyclic subgroup of order ) k 2. Then
 .  .E P is an elementary abelian subgroup of P, and e¨ery element of E P isk k
contained in some cyclic subgroup of order ) k.
Proof. By Lemma 3.6, P has a normal p-central subgroup C for which
 .  .PrC has exponent dividing k P since p / 2 .
Let X denote the set of elements of P which have order p and are
2   .contained in some cyclic subgroup of order ) k . So E P is byk
.definition the subgroup generated by X.
 :Let x g X. Then it is contained in some cyclic subgroup, say y , with
< : < 2 kP . y ) k . Let z s y . Then z g C since PrC has exponent dividing
 .. < : < < : <  . 2  .   ..k P and z s y rk P ) k rk P G k since k G k P . Note that
 : z contains x since x has order p so it is contained in every non-trivial
 :.subgroup of y .
 .In particular x g C. But C is p-central and x has order p, so x g Z C .
 .  .Thus X : Z C , so the subgroup E P which it generates is elementaryk
abelian.
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For the rest of this proof, let ``large'' mean ``having order ) k.'' We saw
above that every x g X is contained in a large cyclic subgroup of C. We
claim that, given any two elements of order p which have this property, so
  .does their product. Hence so does every element of E P , completingk
.the proof of the lemma. We prove this claim as follows:
Suppose x and x are each contained in a large cyclic subgroup of C.1 2
Let pm and pt denote the orders of these two large cyclic subgroups, with
m F t. Then the cyclic subgroup of order pt has a cyclic subgroup of order
pm, so there are elements z , z g C, both of order pm exactly, such that1 2
p my 1  .x s z for i s 1, 2. Note that z , z g V C . Since C is a p-centrali i 1 2 m
 .p-group and p is odd, we can apply Proposition 3.8 a to conclude that
 . m  .V C has exponent p exactly. Now V C is also a p-central p-group,m m
 . p my 1 p my 1so we can apply Proposition 3.8 b to it and conclude that z z s1 2
 . p my 1z z . But here the left-hand side is just the product x x , hence that1 2 1 2
  :product is in a large cyclic subgroup of C namely the subgroup z z1 2
m .which has order p ) k . This completes the proof.
4. MAIN RESULT
In this section, first we will prove some preliminary lemmas, then we will
show that large subgroups always contain normal elements, and finally we
will prove the main result.
LEMMA 4.1. Let G be any group and p any prime and let C be a cyclic
< <  .p-subgroup of G with C ) k G . Then any element of order p in C is a
normal element of G.
< <  .Proof. Since C ) k G , the subgroup C cannot be core-free, so K s
 .Core C is non-trivial and hence contains the unique subgroup of orderG
 .p in C. Furthermore K is cyclic since C is , and a cyclic normal subgroup
is a dedekind subgroup; hence its subgroup of order p is normal in G.
 w x.LEMMA 4.2 cf. Fu, Sect. 27, Exercise 5 . If A is a finite abelian group
and N is an elementary abelian p-subgroup of A, then there is a p-subgroup R
 .of A such that V R s N and A s R = W for some subgroup W.1
Proof. It suffices to prove this when A is a p-group, since A is the
direct product of its Sylow subgroups and we can put into W all of the
  :Sylow q-subgroups for q / p. We may also assume N / 1 since other-
 : .wise we just let R s 1 and W s A .
< <For a p-group A we prove this by induction on A . If A is cyclic then
the result holds with R s A. Otherwise, pick an element x / 1 in N. Then
w xx has order p so, by Fu, Corollary 27.2 , A s C = B for some cyclic
subgroup C containing x and some other subgroup B. Now N l B is an
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< < < <elementary abelian subgroup of B and B - A , so by induction we have
 .B s R = W for some subgroups R and W with V R s N l B. Ob-0 0 1 0
 :  .serve that x = N l B s N, because: given any y g N : A s C = B,
we have y s cb for some c g C, b g B; but y g N means y p s 1 hence
p p   :. p  : c b s 1 hence since C l B s 1 c s 1, hence c g x the unique
.  . y1subgroup of order p in C . Then c g N since x g N hence b s c y g
 :  .  :  .N, thus y s cb g x = N l B . Therefore N : x = N l B : N.
 .  .  .  :Now let R s C = R and we have V R s V C = V R s x =0 1 1 1 0
 .N l B s N, and A s C = B s C = R = W s R = W, as desired.0
The following simple lemma which is perhaps our most important
.technical tool enables us to find large core-free subgroups in groups
having many normal subgroups.
LEMMA 4.3. Let G be a group and let N be the direct product of normal
subgroups N eG. Let H be a subgroup of G such that e¨ery non-tri¨ ialj ]
normal subgroup of H has non-tri¨ ial intersection with N. Furthermore,
assume that, for each j, the projection of H l N into N is core-free in G.j
Then H is core-free in G.
 .Proof. Let K s Core H .G
Suppose K were non-trivial. Then K l N is non-trivial by hypothesis
 .since K e H . Hence K l N has non-trivial projection into N for at leasti]
one i. Fix such an i and let p : N ª N denote the projection. Observe thati
 g .  . g p x s p x for any x g N, g g G, because each N eG so the directj ]
.product decomposition of N is invariant under G-conjugation . Thus,
given a subgroup of N which is normal in G, such as K l N, its projection
 . into N is also normal in G. But K l N : H l N so p K l N : p H li
.N , and the latter is core-free in G by hypothesis. But we just saw that
 .  .p K l N eG, and p K l N was non-trivial by construction. This is a
]
contradiction.
Therefore K is trivial.
< <  .3LEMMA 4.4. If A is an abelian subgroup of G and A ) k G then A
contains a non-tri¨ ial normal element of G.
Proof. Let A be an abelian subgroup of G which does not contain any
< <non-trivial normal element of G. We will show that this implies A F
 .3k G .
< <  .If A is core-free then A F k G and the conclusion holds. Otherwise
there is at least one minimal normal subgroup of G contained in A. Let
N be such a subgroup; note that N cannot be cyclic since A contains no1 1
 .non-trivial normal element of G. Since N is an abelian minimal normal1
subgroup, it is an elementary abelian p-group for some p. Thus, by
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Lemma 4.2, A s R = W for some subgroups R , W , where R is a1 1 1 1 1
 .  .p-group with V R s N . This means that R is non-cyclic since N is ,1 1 1 1 1
and every non-trivial subgroup of R has non-trivial intersection with N .1 1
 .Now if W is not core-free in G then it contains a minimal normal1
subgroup N of G. The same reasoning as in the previous paragraph shows2
that W s R = W for some W and some non-cyclic R such that, not1 2 2 2 2
only does every subgroup of R intersect N , but furthermore every2 2
non-trivial subgroup of R = R has non-trivial intersection with N = N1 2 1 2
since each R is a p -group for some prime p , and if p s p s p theni i i 1 2
.N = N contains all elements of order p in R = R . Now if W is not1 2 1 2 2
core-free we can repeat the argument again, and so on, until we reach a
 . core-free possibly trivial subgroup W for some t. If the original W wast 1
.core-free we have t s 1 .
Thus A has a subgroup N s N = N = ??? = N , where each N is a1 2 t i
minimal normal subgroup of G, and a subgroup R s R = R = ??? = R ,1 2 t
with each R non-cyclic, such that every non-trivial subgroup of R hasi
non-trivial intersection with N. Also A s R = W with W core-free in G,t t
< <  . < <  .3hence W F k G . Thus to show that A F k G it suffices to show thatt
< <  .2R F k G .
Now each R is a non-cyclic abelian group, hence a direct product ofi
 .cyclic subgroups more than one . Let H be the direct product of all buti
one of these cyclic factors, where the omitted factor is one of smallest
  ..order. Then H l N is a proper subgroup of N since N s V R andi i i i 1 i
< < 2 < < H G R since there is at least one cyclic factor in H and this onei i i
< < < <. < <already has order G R r H . Let H s H = H = ??? = H . Then R Fi i 1 2 t
< < 2H . Furthermore, every non-trivial subgroup of H : R has non-trivial
intersection with N, and for each j the projection of H l N into N is justj
H l N, which is core-free in G since it is a proper subgroup of N and Nj j j
.was a minimal normal subgroup of G . Thus, by Lemma 4.3, H is
< <  . < < < < 2  .2core-free in G. Hence H F k G and R F H F k G , completing
the proof of the lemma.
w xWe now quote the main result of Py2 .
PROPOSITION 4.5. There is a constant « ) 0 such that e¨ery group of
« log n’order n contains an abelian subgroup of order at least 2 .
w xRemark 4.6. The above result is proved in Py2 using a consequence of
w xthe classification of finite simple groups. Erdos and Straus ES gave anÍ
elementary proof of the existence of abelian subgroups of order at least
c log n for some constant c more precisely their bound was log n y
 ..o log n , and using this in place of the above proposition gives an
 .elementary proof of our main result Theorem 1.4 with a weaker bound
for the function f.
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COROLLARY 4.7. There is a constant c such that, for any finite group G, if
 . c log kk s k G then any subgroup of order greater than k contains a non-
tri¨ ial normal element of G.
 .2Proof. Let c s 3r« , where « is as in Proposition 4.5.
< < c log k < <Let H be a subgroup of G with H ) k . Let n s H . By Proposi-
« log n’< <tion 4.5, H contains an abelian subgroup A with A G 2 . Since
c log k 2 .  .’n ) k , we have log n ) c log k , hence log n ) 3r« log k, hence
3 log k 3< <A ) 2 s k . Now apply Lemma 4.4.
It would be interesting to know if the above corollary would still be true
with a bound of the form k c instead of k c log k.
It is easy to check that Corollary 4.7 also holds for locally finite groups
 .G with k G - `. Furthermore we have the following additional general-
ization:
THEOREM 4.8. If G is a locally finite group with no infinite core-free
subgroup, then e¨ery infinite subgroup of G contains a non-tri¨ ial normal
element of G.
Proof. Instead of Proposition 4.5, we now use the well-known result of
w x w xHall and Kulatilaka HK and Kargapolov Ka , that any infinite locally
finite group contains an infinite abelian subgroup. Although this result
does not depend on the classification of finite simple groups, the known
.proofs do use the Feit]Thompson odd order theorem. Thus it suffices to
show that any infinite abelian subgroup A contains a non-trivial normal
element of G.
If A has finite rank then it satisfies the minimum condition on sub-
groups and hence is a direct sum of finitely many cyclic or quasicyclic
 w x. subgroups see Fu, Theorem 25.1 . The cyclic subgroups are finite since
.G is locally finite ; hence A being infinite must contain a quasicyclic
 `.subgroup Z s Z p for some prime p. Since Z is infinite and G has no
 .infinite core-free subgroup, Core Z is non-trivial. Thus Z contains aG
  .cyclic normal subgroup either Core Z is cyclic or else it is all of Z, butG
 `. nZ p has a unique subgroup of order p for each n G 1 and these are
.characteristic in Z hence normal in G if ZeG .
}
Otherwise A has infinite rank, i.e., A contains the direct product of
infinitely many cyclic subgroups. This implies that A contains a direct
product of infinitely many infinite subgroups, say B for infinitely many j.j
Since B is infinite it cannot be core-free, hence it contains a subgroupj
N eG. For each j let x be an element of prime order in N , and letj j j]
 :   :H s x , x , . . . which is the direct product of the subgroups x1 2 j
.because these are contained in distinct direct factors B of A . If x is notj j
 :  .a normal element of G, then x is core-free since it has prime order . Ifj
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this is the case for all j, then H would be core-free in G by Lemma 4.3
since H : N where N is the direct product of the N found above, andj
 :.the projection of H l N s H into N is just x . But H is infinite, so itj j
cannot be core-free; hence some x is a normal element of G.j
We now state our main result.
THEOREM 4.9. There is a constant c such that the following holds with
 .   .6.f k s exp c log k : Let G be any finite group. Then G has two dedekind
1. 2.   ..subgroups D and D such that e¨ery subgroup of G of order ) f k G
has non-tri¨ ial intersection with either D1. or D2..
 .   .6  .2 .Remark 4.10. We could in fact take f k s exp c log k r log log k
 .for k ) 2 with a different constant c , as indicated after Lemma 4.12
below.
The proof below can be adapted to show that the theorem also holds for
 .  .locally finite groups G with k G - / Theorem 1.10 . However, it is not0
 .clear whether this theorem extends to the case k G s / in the way that0
Corollary 4.7 extends to Theorem 4.8.
The proof will be given in a series of lemmas. The first lemma defines
some notation that will be used throughout the rest of this section.
LEMMA 4.11. In a finite group G, the set of all normal elements of prime
 .  .order generates an abelian subgroup N G , whose Sylow p-subgroup N G isp
elementary abelian for each prime p.
Proof. Observe that any two normal elements of prime order must
 :commute: If x and y are normal elements of prime order, then x and
 : w x  :  :y are normal subgroups of prime order, and x, y g x l y which
 :  :is trivial unless x s y when they commute anyway.
Note that any dedekind subgroup is the direct product of its Sylow
subgroups, which are themselves dedekind subgroups, and conversely,
given any dedekind p-subgroups for distinct primes p, their direct product
is again a dedekind subgroup although the direct product of two dedekind
p-subgroups for the same prime p need not be a dedekind subgroup, as in
.Proposition 1.9 . Thus we might as well describe a dedekind subgroup D
by describing its Sylow p-subgroup D for each prime p.p
 .Furthermore, given any dedekind p-subgroup D in G, we have V Dp 1 p
 .   . .: N G since N G contains all normal elements of order p , and everyp p
 .subgroup which intersects D non-trivially also intersects V D non-triv-p 1 p
1. 2.  .ially, so we might as well choose D and D to be contained in N G .p p p
For this section we will say that a prime p is ``good'' for G if the
 .subgroup N G is itself a dedekind subgroup, and we call p ``bad''p
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  .otherwise. Note that p must be good if p ) k G , because in that case all
.elements of order p must be normal.
 .LEMMA 4.12. The number of bad primes for G is less than log k G , and 2
is a good prime for e¨ery group.
 .Proof. Any normal element of order 2 must be central, so N G :2
 .Z G is a dedekind subgroup and 2 is a good prime.
Now we show that there cannot be too many bad primes for G. For each
 .  .bad prime p there is a non-normal element of order p in N G . Pickp
one such element for each bad prime, and let H denote the subgroup
 .generated by these elements. Observe that H : N G which is abelian, so
< <  .H is just the product of the bad primes. Also, N G is the direct product
 .of its Sylow subgroups N G which are normal in G, and the projection ofq
 .  .H l N G s H into N G is core-free for each q, because the projectionq
 .is either trivial if q is good or generated by a non-normal element of
< <  .prime order. Thus, by Lemma 4.3, H is core-free. Hence H F k G , so
 .the product of the bad primes is F k G . Thus the number of bad primes
 .is - log k G .
  .  .In fact the number of bad primes is at most c log k r log log k for
 .some constant c, if k s k G ) 2. This follows from the prime number
theorem: Given any number x, the distinct primes p F x have product
x  .asymptotically tending to e as x ª ` ; hence the primes p F c log k1
 .have product ) k for some constant c , and there are at most c log k r1
 .log log k such primes, for some c depending only on c . Thus an equal1
 .number of arbitrary distinct primes has product ) k as well, so there
cannot be that many bad primes since their product is at most k. This
could be used to improve slightly the rate of growth of the function f in
.the main result; see Remark 4.10.
LEMMA 4.13. Any finite group G has a dedekind subgroup D1. such that,
 .2for each odd prime p, e¨ery cyclic p-subgroup in G of order ) k G has
non-tri¨ ial intersection with D1..
Proof. We describe D1. by describing its Sylow subgroups D1.. Forp
1.  :p s 2 we let D s 1 .2
Consider an odd prime p. Let P be a Sylow p-subgroup of G, let
 . 1.  .k s k G , and let D s E P as defined in Lemma 3.9. Note thatp k
 .k G k P since a core-free subgroup of P is also core-free in G. Thus, by
Lemma 3.9, D1. is elementary abelian and every element of it is containedp
 .  . 1.in a cyclic p-subgroup of order ) k G ; hence by Lemma 4.1 D is ap
 .dedekind subgroup of G not just of P . In particular this implies that
D1.eG and hence D1. is independent of which Sylow p-subgroup of Gp p]
we chose for P. Thus D1. contains the elements of order p from everyp
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 .2 cyclic p-subgroup in G of order ) k G since every p-subgroup is
.contained in some Sylow subgroup conjugate to P . This proves the
lemma.
LEMMA 4.14. Suppose V [ W is a ¨ector space with two gi¨ en comple-
mentary subspaces of dimensions d and d . Then V [ W has a subspace of1 2
 4dimension min d , d which intersects tri¨ ially with V and with W.1 2
Proof. Let ¨ , . . . , ¨ be a basis of V and let w , . . . , w be a basis of1 d 1 d1 2
W, and consider the subspace generated by ¨ q w for j sj j
 41, 2, . . . , min d , d .1 2
LEMMA 4.15. Suppose V s V [ V [ ??? [ V is a ¨ector space with a1 2 t
gi¨ en decomposition into subspaces V . Let d s dim V, let d s dim V , andj 1 1
assume that dim V F d for all j. Then V has a subspace of dimension atj 1
1least d y d which intersects tri¨ ially with each V .1 j2
Proof. Since each dim V F d , we can choose s such that V [ Vj 1 1 2
1 1[ ??? [ V has dimension ) d but F d q d . Applying Lemma 4.14 tos 12 2
the two subspaces V [ ??? [ V and V [ ??? [ V , we find a subspace of1 s sq1 t
1dimension G d y d which has trivial intersection with each V .1 j2
LEMMA 4.16. Any finite group G has a dedekind subgroup D2. such that,
 .  .3for each prime p, any subgroup in N G of order ) k G has non-tri¨ ialp
intersection with D2., and if p is a good prime for G then D2. contains all of
 .N G .p
  .Note that if p ) k G then not only is p good but every element of
 . 2.order p is normal in G, hence contained in N G : D , so e¨eryp
2.  .p-subgroup of G intersects D non-trivially for p ) k G . In particular
 . 2.this already proves the case k G s 1 of Theorem 4.9, using D alone
1. .without needing D in that case.
Proof. We describe D2. by describing its Sylow subgroups D2..p
 .Consider any prime p. Since N G is elementary abelian, we may viewp
 .  .it as a vector space V over GF p . The group G, acting on N G byp
conjugation, induces a linear action on V. Each non-trivial normal element
 .in N G corresponds to a one-dimensional G-invariant subspace of V.p
 .Thus, since N G is generated by normal elements, V has a basis forp
which the whole group G acts as diagonal matrices with some kernel
. acting trivially . This implies that any G-invariant subspace corresponding
 ..to a normal subgroup of G contained in N G must itself have a basisp
giving diagonal action and hence must be generated by normal elements.
 .Furthermore, a dedekind subgroup contained in N G corresponds to ap
subspace of V on which all of G acts as scalar matrices, because only
scalars leave invariant every subspace of a given vector space. Each such
 .``dedekind subspace'' determines a homomorphism a : G ª GF p *
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  . .where a g is the scalar by which g acts . The set of all vectors on which
G acts via a fixed such a forms a maximal dedekind subspace, and V is a
 .direct sum of such subspaces since G acts diagonally . So we can write
V s V [ V [ ??? [ V where G acts as scalars on each V , but the1 2 t j
corresponding homomorphisms a are distinct for distinct j; hence everyj
 .normal element one-dimensional G-invariant subspace is contained in
one of these V . Thus any subspace having trivial intersection with each Vj j
corresponds to a core-free subgroup of G since its core would give a
G-invariant subspace, necessarily generated by normal elements as noted
.in the previous paragraph, and hence intersecting with at least one V .j
Choose the notation so that V has largest dimension among the V , and1 j
let d s dim V and d s dim V . Then, applying Lemma 4.14 to V and1 1 1
W s V [ ??? [ V , we see that G has a core-free subgroup of order pn for2 t
 4 n  .n s min d , d y d . Thus p F k G and we have two cases. If d y d F1 1 1
dyd1 n  .d then p s p F k G . Otherwise n s d and we apply Lemma 4.151 1
to conclude that G has a core-free subgroup of order pm for some
1 dyd dy2 d d 2 m n 31 1 1  .m G d y d . In that case p s p p F p p F k G .12
dyd1  .3 2.Thus in either case we have p F k G . Now let D be thep
 .subgroup of N G corresponding to the subspace V of V. Any subspacep 1
of V intersecting trivially with V must have dimension at most d y d ;1 1
 . 2.hence any subgroup of N G intersecting trivially with D must havep p
dyd1  .3order at most p F k G .
To complete the proof of the lemma, note that if p is good for G then
2.  .V s V and D s N G in the above construction.1 p p
 . clog k .5LEMMA 4.17. There is a constant c such that, if f k s k , G is any
< <   ..finite group, and H is any subgroup of G with H ) f k G , then at least
one of the following holds:
 . <  . <a H l N G ) 1 for some prime p which is good for G, orp
 . <  . <  .3b H l N G ) k G for some prime p, orp
 .  .2c H contains a cyclic p-subgroup of order ) k G for some odd
prime p.
Note that this lemma, combined with Lemmas 4.13 and 4.16, completes
 2.  .the proof of Theorem 4.9 since H intersects D non-trivially in cases a
 . 1.  ..and b and D in case c .
 .2Proof. Let c s 21r« where « is as in Proposition 4.5.
 .Now fix a group G, and for the rest of the proof let k s k G .
 w xWe begin by using Proposition 4.5 or ES for an elementary proof; see
.  .Remark 4.6 . Proposition 4.5 implies that any sub group H of order
3 .« log f k c9log k .’ . < <) f k contains an abelian subgroup A with A ) 2 s 2
2c9log k . ’s k , where c9 s « c s 21. We will show that H satisfies the
conclusion of the lemma by showing that A does.
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 .Let A denote the Sylow p-subgroup of A for each prime p . Firstp
 .consider the good for G primes. Let B denote the product of those Ap
< < 3  .for which p is good. If B ) k then by Lemma 4.4 B contains a
non-trivial normal element of G; hence since a cyclic normal subgroup is
.a dedekind subgroup it contains a normal element of order p for some
 .good prime p. But N G contains all normal elements of order p, so wep
 . < < 3have case a of the lemma if B ) k .
< < 3 < < 21log k .
2
Thus we may assume that B F k . Since A ) k G
3 18 log k .log k  .k k , and there are - log k bad primes by Lemma 4.12 , this
< <implies that we must have at least one bad prime p for which A )p
k18 log k. Fix such a p.
 .Since p is bad it is not 2 by Lemma 4.12 , so we may assume that Ap
2  .has exponent F k , because otherwise we have case c of the lemma.
Thus A is a direct product of cyclic subgroups each of order F k 2.p
Therefore, combining as few of these cyclic factors as necessary to obtain a
subgroup of order ) k 3, we certainly get a subgroup of order F k 5.
 . 3Repeating this until what remains if any has order F k , we see that
A s B = B = ??? = B = W for some subgroups B and W such thatp 1 2 r j
3 < < 5 < < 3 < < 5r 3k - B F k for 1 F j F r and W F k . Thus A F k k , but fromj p
< < 18 log k 15 log k 3 5r 15 log kabove A ) k G k k , hence k ) k and r ) 3 log k.p
< < 3Now, for 1 F j F r, we have B ) k ; hence B contains a non-trivialj j
 .normal element of G by Lemma 4.4 , hence it contains a normal element
 .  :x of order p. Thus x g N G . Let X s x , x , . . . , x . Then X : A lj j p 1 2 r p
 . < < r N G , and X s p since distinct x are contained in distinct directp j
r 3 log k 3.  .factors B . But p ) p G k , so we have case b of the lemma.j
5. COMPOSITION FACTORS
w xPROPOSITION 5.1 Zs . Let p be a prime and b a positi¨ e integer. Then
pb y 1 is di¨ isible by some prime which does not di¨ ide pa y 1 for 0 - a - b,
 .  .  .  n . nunless p, b is 2, 6 or 2, 1 or 2 y 1, 2 where 2 y 1 is a Mersenne
prime.
COROLLARY 5.2. If p is a prime and b is a positi¨ e integer, then pb y 1 is
b  .  .di¨ isible by a prime ) b in all cases except p s 2, and if p, b / 2, 3 and
 .  n . bp, b / 2 y 1, 1 then p q 1 is di¨ isible by a prime ) 2b.
 . aProof. Observe that every prime q F b q / p is a divisor of p y 1
 4 for some a g 1, 2, . . . , b y 1 since p has order F q y 1 in the multi-
.plicative group of integers mod q . Thus Proposition 5.1 implies that
b   .  .p y 1 is divisible by some prime ) b since the cases p, b s 2, 6 and
 .  n . .p, b s 2 y 1, 2 are easily checked directly .
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 b . b . 2 bNow observe that p q 1 p y 1 s p y 1, and the previous para-
graph shows that this is divisible by a prime ) 2b which does not divide
b b .p y 1 and hence divides p q 1 , with the exceptions noted.
Remark 5.3. The above statements are classical results in number
theory which have also been generalized and strengthened in various ways;
w x bsee, e.g., St . For most values of b, p y 1 has prime divisors much larger
than b, but those results do not seem easy to use in the application below.
THEOREM 5.4. Let k be any positi¨ e integer. Suppose G is a finite simple
< < k
2
group whose order has no prime di¨ isor greater than k. Then G - k .
Proof. We prove this using the classification of finite simple groups. If
< <G has prime order then the hypothesis implies G F k. If G is an
1alternating group of degree n then n! must have no prime divisors2
greater than k, which implies n - 2k by Bertrand's Postulate there is a
w x. < <prime p with k - p F 2 k HW, Theorem 418 , hence G
1 1 2 2k k . < <s n!- 2k !- 2 . If G is a sporadic group then G - 2 can easily2 2
be verified from the list of sporadic group orders.
Otherwise G is a simple group of Lie type. We use the notation from
w x w x < < 2 Nql w x Carter Ca as in BGP . Recall that G - q BGP, Lemma 5.1 where
l and N denote the rank and number of positive roots of the associated
.root system . By checking each root system it is easy to verify that in each
case 2 N q l - d2 where d denotes the largest of the numbersl l
< < wd , d , . . . , d which occur in the formulas for G Ca, Theorems 9.4.10 and1 2 l
x < <  dl .14.3.2 . In particular G has a factor q y 1 for G untwisted, and either
 dl .  dl .q y 1 or q q 1 for G twisted. Letting e denote the value for which
e  edl . q s p , these factors are p " 1 and ed is an integer, even for thel
Suzuki and Ree groups where, in this notation, e is half an odd integer but
.d is even . By Corollary 5.2, this factor is divisible by some prime ) edl l
the exceptions in the corollary do not arise here since we exclude
. < <degenerate cases which do not give simple groups . This prime divides G
it cannot have been divided out by the small g.c.d. in the denominator of
.some of the order formulas, because that denominator is always F ed ,l
thus by hypothesis it is a prime F k, hence in particular ed - k. Thusl
2 2 < <ed - k . Also the characteristic p divides G and hence p F k, so wel 2 2 2 22 Nql d ed ed kl l l< <finally conclude that G - q - q s p F k - k .
< < k
2
Remark 5.5. In fact we could strengthen the above result to G - c ,
 .for some constant c probably c s 2 suffices , as follows: Applying Propo-
sition 5.1 to each factor in the formula for the order of a Lie type simple
< <group G, we can prove that G is divisible by many distinct primes, almost
as many as the rank. But all of these primes must be F k, so by the prime
 .number theorem there are only O krlog k of them. Thus the rank, and
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 . 2hence d , must be O krlog k . We still have ed - k as above; hence edl l l
 2 . k 2 k 2is O k rlog k and the final bound becomes c instead of k .
However, we do not know whether the k 2 in the exponent could be
replaced by a smaller power of k. A bound of the form k ck would be
 .essentially best possible as shown by the alternating groups .
THEOREM 5.6. Let G be a finite group. Let p be the set of primes which
 .  .are F k G , together with 2 if k G s 1. Then the commutator subgroup G9
has a normal p-subgroup N such that G9rN is a nilpotent p 9-group.
 . w xIf k G s 1 this is precisely the Gaschutz]Ito result Hu, IV, 5.7 , andÈ Ã
 .essentially the same proof gives the result for arbitrary k G .
 .Proof. Let k s k G . If U is a subgroup of G9 of prime order p ) k,
 .   .then U eG hence GrC U is abelian embedded in Aut U which isG]
< < .  .abelian since U s p , hence G9 : C U . Thus in G9 every subgroup ofG
order p ) k is central, hence if p ) k is odd then G9 is p-nilpotent has a
. w xnormal p-complement Hu, IV, 5.5 . This holds for all odd primes p ) k,
 .thus intersecting these p-complements G9 has a normal p-subgroup N
such that G9rN is a nilpotent p 9-group.
 .COROLLARY 5.7. Let G be a finite group and let k s k G . Then e¨ery
non-abelian composition factor of G has order - k k
2
.
Proof. This follows from Theorem 5.6 and Theorem 5.4 in the notation
of Theorem 5.6, GrG9 and G9rN are nilpotent hence every non-abelian
.composition factor of G is a composition factor of the p-group N .
 .Finally, returning to the case of locally finite groups G with k G s / 0
as in Theorem 4.8, we have the following further variation of Theorem 5.6.
THEOREM 5.8. If G is a locally finite group with no infinite core-free
subgroup, then e¨ery infinite subgroup of G9 has non-tri¨ ial intersection with
 .Z G9 .
Proof. By Theorem 4.8, every infinite subgroup of G9 contains a
non-trivial normal element of G, hence a cyclic normal subgroup U. Then
 .  .  .Aut U is abelian, hence as in Theorem 5.6 GrC U is abelian so U isG
central in G9.
This result may be a start toward generalizing Corollary 5.7 to locally
finite groups with finite but unbounded core-free subgroups, suggesting
the following question: Is it true that such a group has no infinite
composition factors?
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6. OPEN QUESTIONS
Here we summarize the open questions mentioned in this paper.
 .QUESTION 6.1. Does e¨ery finite group G with k G small ha¨e some
 .large subgroup H with k H s 1? In particular, does e¨ery finite group G
 m.  . ha¨e k G s 1 for some m bounded by a fixed function of k G ? This is
.true for nilpotent groups by Theorem 1.3.
QUESTION 6.2. Does e¨ery finite group G ha¨e a sol¨ able subgroup of
  ..index at most f k G for some fixed function f ? If so, does that sol¨ able
 . subgroup ha¨e Fitting length bounded by a function of k G ? See Conjecture
.1.5 and following comments.
 . QUESTION 6.3. Does there exist a group G with k G s / that is, an0
.infinite group whose core-free subgroups are finite but ha¨e unbounded order ?
 .See Section 1.2.
QUESTION 6.4. If a group G has a nilpotent subgroup of index n, must G
c  .ha¨e a nilpotent normal subgroup of index at most n for some constant c ?
 .What if ``nilpotent'' is replaced in hypothesis and conclusion by ``abelian''?
The answer is yes if ``nilpotent'' is replaced by ``cyclic'' or ``sol¨ able,'' as
.shown in Section 2.
QUESTION 6.5. If G is a transiti¨ e permutation group of degree n with
< < 2 cyclic point-stabilizer subgroup, is G F n y n? See Theorem 2.8 and
.following comment.
Note added in proof. After hearing about a preprint version of this
paper, I. M. Isaacs found a way to strengthen the bound in Theorem 2.8
17 3from n down to n , but it remains an open question whether this can be2
further strengthened.
Conjecture 6.6. If a group G has a solvable subgroup of index n, then
G has a solvable normal subgroup of index at most n7.
See Theorem 2.13; we are conjecturing that c s 7 suffices in that
.theorem, although our proof does not easily yield any explicit value for c.
QUESTION 6.7. Is there a constant c such that, for any finite group G,
 .ce¨ery subgroup of order greater than k G contains a non-tri¨ ial cyclic normal
 .subgroup of G? See Corollary 4.7.
QUESTION 6.8. If G is a locally finite group with no infinite core-free
subgroup, does G ha¨e two dedekind subgroups D and D such that e¨ery1 2
infinite subgroup of G has non-tri¨ ial intersection with either D or D ? See1 2
.Remark 4.10.
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QUESTION 6.9. If G is a finite simple group whose order has no prime
< < ck  .di¨ isor greater than k, is G - k for some constant c? See Remark 5.5.
QUESTION 6.10. If G is a locally finite group with no infinite core-free
subgroup, could G ha¨e an infinite composition factor? See the end of
.Section 5.
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